
Gerund

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He is affable and enjoys _____________ his experiences.1. (recount)

It is not at all difficult, and those who have a slight knowledge of painting
can easily accomplish some creditable pieces that they will enjoy
_____________ in their rooms, and that their friends will consider welcome
presents.

2.

(see)

Though every nerve vibrated with compassion, it was quite impossible to
avoid _____________.
3.

(laugh)

I think it was she-she was a woman of some spirit-who persuaded him to
consider _____________ me to college.
4.

(send)

Lady Locke could not resist _____________ to his rather loud voice, and
the fragments she heard amused her greatly.
5.

(listen)

Should they escape _____________, there is another difficulty often
attending them in continued cold weather.
6.

(starve)

It should have been out, cold-but to the amazement of the observers, both
ends kept on _____________ with scarcely lessened power!
7.

(fight)

I carried them both because I valued them both, and did not wish to risk
_____________ either of them in my erratic travels.
8.

(lose)

He escaped _____________, but remained a miserable prisoner in
Newgate for many years.
9.

(hang)

This is to prevent _____________ the tongue, which the patient is apt to
do in unconsciousness with convulsive movements.
10.

(bite)

So beautiful is it, that I told my nurse, as far as the pain at the time of
labour went, I should not mind _____________ through the same every
week.

11.

(go)

At present he has no discipline; no sentinels or picket to prevent
_____________ in and out.
12.

(pass)
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The landlady asked how long he had been so and suggested
_____________ a physician, or having him sent to an asylum.
13.

(call)

That night he learned that the very moment he had announced his fears
his son had fallen into the river and was so held under by logs that he
narrowly escaped _____________.

14.

(drown)

We'll just report their position and approximate course-and keep on
_____________.
15.

(travel)

Cut the bunches with a sharp knife and move carefully to avoid
_____________.
16.

(bruise)

Why the deuce do you keep on _____________ at me like that?17. (shout)

While we sat, shrouded in darkness, it was difficult to avoid
_____________ way to despondency.
18.

(give)

I kept on _____________, and one by one more golden faces began to
come out from behind the foliage of the jungle.
19.

(play)

For a moment, he considered _____________ in the chief clerk and
complimenting him.
20.

(call)
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